BID TABULATION  BID # 5301  -  TRAFFIC CONTROL EQUIPMENT

BRACKET, camera, 1-piece extended tilt & pan, aluminum stellar cable mount, Pelco # AS-0175-74-96-SS-PNC

TRAFFIC PARTS INC  COST EACH  181.60

CABLE, video detection, with 3 each #16 A.W.G. stranded copper conductors, color code black, white, green, with coax of solid #20 A.W.G., bc .032, brad 2X98TC, jacket LDPE, supplied on one non-returnable reel in a continuous length.

TRAFFIC PARTS INC  COST/REEL  1,305.00

CABLE, 2-conductor, copper, #12 a.w.g., stranded, I.M.S.A. spec #50-2, in one continuous length

TRAFFIC PARTS INC  COST/REEL  730.00

CABLE, 4-conductor, copper, #14 a.w.g., solid, I.M.S.A. spec. #20-1, in one continuous length

TRAFFIC PARTS INC  COST/REEL  690.00

GLOVES, high voltage, rubber, black, class 2, 14 inch, size 8H, straight cuff, Electriflex, Salisbury by Honeywell

Did not award, no bids
CLAMSHELL, pedestrian signal mount, cast aluminum, powder coated, black, band mount, through-bolt, lag screw, latching system by flathead 3/16" hex socket

TRAFFIC PARTS INC  
COST EACH 59.78

CLEVIS CHANCE #C909-1931

Did not award, no bids

CLEVIS LESS INSULATOR, CHANCE #A341

Did not award, no bids

WIRE, Messenger, 7 wirestrand, galvanized, siemens-martin grade, 250 ft. coils in size as specified 1/4"

TRAFFIC PARTS INC  
COST/COIL 95.00

WIRE, Messenger, 7 wirestrand, galvanized, siemens-martin grade, 250 ft. coils in size as specified 5/16"

TRAFFIC PARTS INC  
COST/COIL 135.00

STRANDLINK SPLICE, 3/8", RELIABLE #5002

TRAFFIC PARTS INC  
COST EACH 22.28
STRANLINK, 1/4" RELIABLE CAT# 5000

TRAFFIC PARTS INC

COST EACH 16.12

STRANLINK, 5/16" RELIABLE CAT# 5001

TRAFFIC PARTS INC

COST EACH 17.00

STRANDVISE 1/4" RELIABLE CAT# 5100

TRAFFIC PARTS INC

COST EACH 15.30

STRANDVISE 5/16" RELIABLE CAT# 5101

TRAFFIC PARTS INC

COST EACH 16.75

STRANDVISE 3/8" RELIABLE CAT# 5102

TRAFFIC PARTS INC

COST EACH 21.84

WIREHOLDER, universal service type, galvanized, Joslyn cat, # J0588

Did not award, no bids

WIREHOLDER, reinforced, galvanized, screw type, Joslyn cat. # J089

Did not award, no bids